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ABSTRACT 
We consider the problem of determining state from input-output data, for systems 
with state space of infinite dimension. 
In Sections 1-4 we consider some concrete xamples of systems governed by partial 
differential operators and we show what sort of difficulties one has to contend with 
when controls or observations are boundary values. In Section 5 we consider the 
problems in a more general and abstract setting. 
Methods used in Sections 1-4 and in Section 5 are "dual" and the paper is organized 
in such a way that it is also possible to start with Section 5 and proceed next to 
Sections 1--4. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let  s be a bounded open set in R n with a smooth boundary  F. We denote by 
x = {x 1 ..... x,} the generic point  in •. 
Let  A(x, t, O/~x) =- A be a second-order 1 elliptic operator: 
A ~= -- ~ aij(x , t )  
i,j=l ~ 
(1.1) 
where the a; i are real-valued funct ions in f2x(0, ~)  assumed to be suff iciently smooth  
and such that  
~ai j (x ,  t)~i~ >~ ~(~x 2 § "'" + ~,~)V~ 9 R n, a > 0, x 9 g2, t > 0. 
/, j=l 
* Research supported in part by AFOSR Grant 700-67, Applied Mathematics Division, 
USAF. 
x All that follows extends to elliptic operators of arbitrary order. 
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We shall be concerned with the parabolic operator 
~/~t + A (1.3) 
in the cylinder Dx(0, oo). To this operator (1.3) we associate boundary conditions on 
the lateral part of the boundary of the cylinder 
Z = rx(o, oo). 
Let y ----- y(x, t) be the (unique) solution of the system 
~v 
;~t -k Ay -- 0, x e f2; t > 0, (I .4) 
~Y = 0 on L'(where ~/~v = conormal derivative (1.5) Ov 
associated with the differential operator A), 
y(x, 0) = g(x). (1.6) 
We observe that i fg is given in LZ(12), then (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) has indeed a unique 
solution (see [1] for details) such that 
y eL2[0, 7'; HI(.Q)] for each T > 0, (1.7) 
where HI(g2) is the Sobolev space of first order in 12. Of course the precise manner in 
which (1.4) is interpreted is important and this is given in [1]. 
The basic problem [2] is that of determining the initial state (in this case, g) from 
the observed ata in some interval of time. Here we shall take the observation on the 
boundary 
z(a) =-- y( ; a)lr + n(a), (1.8) 
where n(e) is a suitably defined noise process. We have then the following precise 
formulation of the estimation problem to be solved: Let g be a Gaussian random 
variable with zero mean and covariance operator A, and zero is not in the point 
spectrum of A. The noise n(a) is "white Gaussian" so that we are required to minimize 
the quadratic functional 
, T  
J(T; g) = [A-'g, g] + j ]i z(o) -- y( ; g)[~ [:~ a~, (1.9) 
0 
where ii !Ib denotes the norm in L2(F), over the domain of A -1/z. 
We remark that, due to (1.7) and trace theorems (see for instance [3]), one has 
YIz. eL2[Fx( O, T)] 
so that (1.9) makes sense. 
The problem is now to minimize J(T; g) in g, for T arbitrarily fixed. 
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2. THE GENERALIZED "Two-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM" 
2.1. Existence of an Optimal Estimate 
Due to the fact that A -1 is positive definite in L~ it is immediate to check that 
there exists a unique optimal g which satisfies 
g ~ D(A -1/2) with probability one. 
This element g is characterized by 
.17" 
[A-tg, c~ -- g] i- j [z - y(g) ~ , y(6) ~ - y(g) z]~ do =0 
o 
V6 ~ D(A-II2), [A-14~, r < oo (2.2) 
where y(g) denotes the solution of (1.4), (1.5), (1.6). 
2.2. Transformation of (2.2) 
The approach is similar to [4], note 3, where a more general situation is considered. 
The adjoint state is defined by 
--Op/~t + A*p -- 0 x~,  tE(O, T) (2.3) 
(where A* denotes the adjoint of A), 
g~p/~v* =y(g) -  z on Fx(0, T), (2.4) 
p(x, 7') - -0 .  (2.5) 
This problem admits a unique solution. 
Using Green's formula (which is valid here--see [3]) we obtain 
f~x(0.r) (-- eat -{- A 'p) (y( r  - y(g)dx d t - -  0 
f Op (y(r _y(g) )aFdt  + f p(x,O)(r  
rx(o.r) Or* 
so that 
j.r [z -- Y(g)lx, Y(r -- Y(g)lz]~ da = [p(x, 0), 6 -- g]. 
0 
Now (2.2) becomes 
A-Ig + p(x, O) = O, (2.6) 
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2.3. The Generalized" Two-point Boundary- Value Problem" 
The unique optimal estimate g is therefore given by the solution of the following 
boundary-value problem 
l ~t + Ay :-= 0 in .Qx(0, T), 
g)v 
~p 
- -~+A*p =0 in g2x(0, T), 
--" = 0, - -y  z on 
~v ~v* 
(2.7) 
rx(O, T), (2.8) 
Then g is given by 
A-Jy(x, O) + p(x, 0) = 0, 
g(x) =y(x, 0). 
p(x, I') = 0. (2.9) 
System (2.7)-(2.9) is an extension of the classical "two-point boundary problems" 
arising in standard control theory. 
Our purpose is now to "uncouple" system (2.7)-(2.9) so as to arrive at more 
"explicit" formulas for the optimal estimate. 
3. UNCOUPLING 
3.1. General Method 
Let us consider the interval (0, s), 0 < s < T, and let us assume that p(x, s) = r 
is given (in L2(~)). We consider then the system 
v,'___~lZ~ + Ay 1 = 0 in I2x(0, s), 
Ot 
-- O--i- + A'p1 = 0 in I2x(0, s), 
~Y__11 = O, Opl Ov v*- -Yx- -Z on Ix(O,s), 
(3.1) 
A-ly1(x, O) + p~(x, O) = O, pl(x, s) = ~(x). 
This system uniquely defines a solution {Yx, Pl} and therefore uniquely defines 
yx(x, s) ~ L2(g2). 
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We define in this way a mapping 
~ yl(x, s) 
from L2(~2)-> L2(•), which is affine. In other words, 
yl(x, s) = Q(s)~ + r(s) (3.2) 
where 
Q(s) ~ -W[L2(f2), L2(f2)]Vs (3.3) 
and 
r(s) ~ L2(~2)Vs. (3.4) 
If now we consider the unique solution {y, p} of (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) we can think 
of p(x, s) as ~(x) and apply the preceding remarks in (0, s). Then yl(x, s) = y(x, s) 
satisfies to (3.2); hence the identity 
y(x, s) = O(s) p(x, s) + r(s), r(s) = r(x, s). (3.5) 
The problem is how to find the equations atisfied by 0 and r. 
We observe that since p(x, T) = 0, then 
y(x, T) = r(x, 7"). (3.6) 
This formula will give the optimal estimate for y at time T (i.e., at any time since T 
is here arbitrarily fixed). 
3.2. Equations for Q and r. (I) 
Using the definition of Q(s) and r(s) via (3.2), where Yl is the unique solution of 
system (3.1), one easily checks that 
O*(s) ~ O(s), (3.7) 
where Q*(s) .... adjoint of Q(s) in -LP[L2(Q), L2(~)]. 
It is also simple to check that 
Q(s) ~ IW[LZ(~2), HI(~Q)], s > 0. (3.8) 
The solution { Yl, Pl} of system (3.1) "depends moothly" on s; more precisely, 
one checks the following: k/~b, 4~ 6L2(~) [resp. in Hi(f2)] the function 
~s --~ [Q(s)6, ~b](resp. [Q(s)4~, $]nq~)) is 
iC 1 for s > 0. 
In order to obtain the equations atisfied by Q and r, it is convenient to write 
systems (2.7)-(2.9) in variational form. For doing this, we set V$, ~ 6 Hi(f2), 
a($, $ )= ~ I~ a~j(x, t) ~ ~ dx-~ a(t; ~, 40 (3.9) 
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and 
a*(r ~b) = a*(t; ~b, r = a(t; ~b, 4). 
Then systems (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) can be equivalently written as 
[~Yt ,~b] +a(t;y,~b)=0,  V~b e H1(-(2), 
-- [~t , x] + a*(t; p, x) 
A-ly(O) + p(O) = O, 
3.3. Equatiom for Q and r (11) 
-~ f (y -- z)x dlW x e H1(~2), 
F 
p( T) = o. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
We now make an identification calculation--which is permitted ue to the remarks 
of point 3.2. The identity (3.5) can also be written 
y(t) = Q(t) p(t) + r(t) 
and replacing y by this value in the first equation (3.11) gives 
[~_~Qp +Q~_+ ~,dP  dr ~b] + a(t; Qp + r, ~b) =0 (3.12) 
But [Q(dp/dt), ~b] =- [(dp/dt)(t), Q(t)~b] due to (3.7) and using the second equation (3.1 I) 
we get 
We replace again y by its value in terms ofp in the right-hand side of (3.13) to obtain 
[Qd~, ~b] = a*(t; p(t), Q(t),) - f r(o(t) p + r(t) -- ~:)Q(t), dF. (3.14) 
Bringing (3.14) into (3.12) gives 
[~  ~, ,1 + .*(,; ~(,/, Q(,,,,- L (_o(,, ~ + .(, ,-  o, Q(,~ dV 
+ [~t '  if] + a(t;p(t)P + r(t), $) = 0. (3.15) 
But (3.15) is an identity in p(t): we can fix t and choose arbitrarily p(t) = 4, 
ff e Hi(12). We therefore obtain 
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THEOREM 3.1. 
solution of the following system: 
(i) Vr r ~ Hx(Q), one has 
l [-~-(t)~b, r + a(t; Q(t)r ~b)+ a*(t; r Q(t)~b) - frQ(t)r Q(t)~b dl" =: O, 9(0)  - -A  
(ii) Vr ~ HX(.Q), one has 
l [~t (t), ~] -, a(t; r(t), ~) - f rr(t)Q(t)~ dP -~ -- f rZQ(t)r dl ~, 
r (O)  = O. 
Remark 3.1. 
at time t. 
The operator Q(t) and the function r(t) are given as the unique 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
We recall [see (3.6)] that r(t) gives the optimal estimate of the state y
Remark 3.2. Notice that we know from definition (3.5) that Q exists and we 
proved it is characterized bv (3.16); one has therefore not to prove that (3.16) admits 
globally in t a unique solution. One can, of course, express (3.16) in a "non-variational 
form." Thanks to the Schwartz kernel theorem [3], one can represent Q(t by 
Q(t)~--f Q(x,$;t)6(~)d$, Q(x,~;t)=Q($,x;t) ,  x ,~eO.  (3.18) 
One can then easily check that (3.16) is "equivalent" [this is a formal calculation 
--for precise interpretations, (3.16) is much easier] to 
OQ 
Ot ~x , 
-- frQ(X, ~; t)Q(y, s~; t) dr~ = 0 (3.19) 
together with the boundary conditions 
~Q(x ,~; t )=O,  xeF ,  ~eD, t>O,  &x 
?~Q (x,~;t):=o, xeD,  ~eF,  
and the initial condition 
if A(x, ~) ~ kernel of A, 
O(x, ~; o) = -A(x ,  ~) 
t>O.  
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
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Remark 3.3. The same sort of method applies to the case when the observation 
is a functional o fy  which differs from (1.8). 
4. SOME VARIANTS 
4. I. Parabolic Equation. Other Boundary Conditions 
We can now consider a system whose state y is given by the solution of 
as d--[+Ay=O for x~12, t>0,  (4.1) 
y [r = 0, (4.2) 
y(x, O) = g(x). (4.3) 
[Boundary condition (4.2)---which is of Dirichlet's type--differs from (1.5) which was 
of Neumann's type.] 
A "natural" observation is now 
z = OylOv Iz + n. 
We arrive now at the main difference between this problem and the problem 
considered in Section 1: if we assume that g ~L2(I2), then Oy/~v iz does not belong to 
L2(Z ') and one cannot replace J(T; g) given by (1.9) by the expression 
](T;g)=[A-lg, g] + f~ Z--~v z '&r. 
In order to set properly the problem, some notations are in oder We get. 
2~ --- rx(O, r ) ;  
H0X(Z'r) = Sobolev space of order 1 on Z' r of those functions 4' which satisfy 
4'(x, 0) - r T) - 0, x e r ;  
tt-1(2:r) = dual space of Ho1(27r). 
One can show [3] that 
r 9 H-I(~'T) 
and the "correct" expression to replace J(T; g) is 
J(T;g) = [A-lg, g] + fro z ---~OY ;l(2:rida. 
The problem is now to minimize J(T; g), T > 0 arbitrarily fixed. 
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One can again write an extension of the "two-point boundary value problem" 
using (see [4], [5]) the Laplace-Beltrami operator of Zr .  The "uncoupling" goes 
then as in Section 3. 
5. TIME-INVARIANT SYSTEMS--GENERAL APPROACH 
5.1. Setting of the Problem 
All the problems we have examined till now may be subsumed in the following 
setting: The state~ y ~ y(t) is given by the solution of the evolution equation 
dy(t)/dt + A(t)y(t) = O, 
y(0) -~ g, (5.1) 
z(t) =- L( y(t)) + n(t), 
where the A(t) is an unbounded operation 3 in a Hilbert space 9~. To simplify the 
exposition, we assume now that A(t) = A (does not depend on t); that moreover, 
it is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous emigroup s(t) in Yd. Therefore, 
y(t) -~ S(t)g. (5.2) 
We assume that the (noisy) observation z is given by 
z(a) : L[Z(a)g] + n(a) 0 < cr < t, (5.3) 
where 
L ~ L~a[~Yd; ~o], 3/Zo --  Hilbert space possibly different ~,  
n(') = white Gaussian noise process with the identity for covariance operator, 
E[n(a)n(~)*] : 8(a -- ~)I. 
The problem is now to find the best estimate for g from the observation z. Here we 
shah extend the "finite-dimensional" development in [6]. 
5.2. Reduction of State Space 
Following the ideas in [ 7], we first reduce the state space. Thus let us consider the 
subspace L o of elements g in Yd such that 
L[S(t)g] = O, t >~ 0, 
2 The state space for the system contains Yd. 
a For instance the A(t)'s can be partial differential operators (with suitable boundary conditions). 
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and let -~1 denote its complementary space. Then, if ~r denotes the projection onto 
~fa, ~rS(efir is again a strongly continuous emigroup on ~fl and 
L[S(e)g] ~- L[TrS(e)~rg], g ~ O. (5.4) 
To avoid excessive notation, we shall continue to write S(e) in place of ~rS(e)~r 
and assume the above uniqueness property for S(e). 
5.3. Solution of the Problem 
We now give a general solution of the problem essentially paralleling the "finite- 
dimensional" argument in [6]. In general if ~, n e ~t ~, by ~:~* we denote the operator 
h --~ ~[~, h] from ~Yf to ~r ~. We assume now that g is a (Gaussian) random variable 
in ~ with covarianee operator A : E(gg*) ~ A. We assume A is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator such that A -1 exists as an unbounded positive definitive operator. The 
problem may then be phrased as that of finding a suitable operator valued function 
W(t, (7) such that 
= E g -  f~ w(t, e)z(e) de 2 
([]-[[ = norm in W) is minimized. To be more precise, we will look for W(t, ") 
satisfying 
w(t, .) ~L*[0, t; ~], 
W = space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators from 3~ oto .~.  
Let us now observe that 
E[z(~)~(e)*] = LS(~)AS(e)*L * + 18(r -- e), 
E[ gz(e)*] = AS(e)*L *. 
We can therefore write (tr = trace) 
t rA  --  2 f trAS(e)*L*W(t, e)* de E2(t) 
d 0 
f tr W(t, ~)LS(~) AS(e)*L*W(t, e)* d~ de + 
0 0 
-t- f tr W(t, e) W(t, e)* de. 
0 
If we denote by [ , ] the scalar product inL~(O, t; .$') and if we define an operator N by 
~[w(t ,  ~)] = w(t, e) + f w(t, ~)LS(~) AS(e)*L* d~, 
0 
h(e) = AS(e)* L *~ 
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then ~' maps L2(0, t; o~/') into itself. Also, 
E2(t) = tr A + [MW, W] --  2[h, W]. 
This is a standard quadratic variational problem and since .~ is positive-definite, 
we know that the unique optimal solution is given by 
= h, (5.5)  
that is 
+ f Wo(t, ~)LS(~) d~ AS(q)*L* = AS(a)*L*. Wo(t, (,) (5.6) 
0 
Equation (5.6) shows that W o can be written in the form 
Wo(t, ~) : MS(~)*L *, (5.7) 
and upon substitution in (5.6), we obtain 
M 
If we set 
R( T) : f o S(~)* L *LS(~) d~, 
then (5.8) can be rewritten as 
M(I + R(t)A)S(~)*L* : AS(g)*L* 
which is satisfied if 
M(I + R(t)A) = A. 
It is easy to see that (I @ R(t)) is invertible (has a bounded inverse). Since R(t)A is 
compact, it is enough to prove that 
(1 + R(t)A) f ---- 0 
implies f : 0. But [(I + R(t)A)f, Af] = O, implies that [Af, f ]  = O, since R(t) is 
positive; hence f : 0. Consequently (5.17) gives 
M = A(I + R(t)A) -1. 
Finally, 
Wo(t, ~) = A(1 + R(t)A)-IS(~)*L *. (5.9) 
The corresponding minimal error is given by 
r ) = tr A -- [W0, h] 
= tr[A -- A(I + R(t)A) -1 R(t)A]. 
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Hence 
e~in(t) = tr A(I + n(t)A) -1. (5.10) 
The optimal estimate ~o(t) is thus given by 
?,o(t) = f w(t, ~) z(~) ~. 
o 
and we note that ~o(t) is in the range of A. 
I f  B e e l f in ;  J~r the optimal estimate for Bg is given by B~0(t); in particular the 
optimal estimate for S(t)g is 
~(t) = S(t)So(t), (5.11) 
whieh is strongly differentiable in t, provided the range of A is contained in the 
domain of A. 
I f  we define 
P(t) =-- S(t)A(I + R(t)A)-IS(t) * (5.12) 
then the mean square error associated with the optimal estimate ~(t) is 
tr P(t). 
By direct differentiation we have 
P(t) + AP(t) 4- P(t)A* 4- P(t)L*LP(t) = O, (5.13) 
where the derivative is taken in the strong topology. Also 
~(t) 4- A~(t) -- P(t)L* [Z(t) - -L~(t)]  = 0; g(0) = 0 (5.14) 
This final equation is readily seen as the abstract version of the result in Theorem 3.1. 
5.4. Other Evolution Equations 
The same method will apply for systems whose state y is given by the solution of 
a linear well set problem of evolution. 
For some nonlinear problems, results of Section 2 are still valid; the main difficulty 
is then in the "uncoupling," one can again define the mapping ~:--+yl(x, ~), but it is 
no longer affine and it seems difficult to get something useful out of this nonlinear 
mapping. 
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